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The theory of diffraction 
 



Why x-rays for solving atomic structures? 
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The need for a theory of diffraction... 
 



A demo... 
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Some mathematical preliminaries…complex numbers! 
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Some mathematical preliminaries…Euler’s formula 
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because…. 

 



Some mathematical preliminaries…Euler’s formula 
 

One of the great formula’s of mathematics…. 

 



The basics... 
 



Note that phase is a relative quantity 

 

The basics... 
 



Now, ways of representing a wave... 
 

Light as a traveling electromagnetic wave.... 

 



Now, ways of representing a wave... 
 



Now, ways of representing a wave... 
 



So, adding two waves of different amplitude and phase but same wavelength 
gives a new wave of the same wavelength....but different and new 
amplitude and phase 

 





















So, the rotation of the vector in the Argand diagram 
describes a propagating wave in its projection on 
the real axis... 

Why is this a good way to look at oscillating waves? 

 



So we can add waves by adding their vector diagrams in 
this representation... 

 













Now, for diffraction... a quick example from optical diffraction 
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x-ray diffraction... 
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A system of two electrons... 
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The scattering vector... 
 



The phase shift due to the extra path length... 
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So... 

 



The phase shift due to the extra path length... 
 



The phase shift due to the extra path length... 
 



The structure factor equation... 
 



This is called the “structure factor” equation 
for our little system of two electrons... 

 

The structure factor equation... 
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Real atoms are more complex.... 
 



Real atoms are more complex.... 
 



The molecular structure factor... 
 



The molecular structure factor... 
 



The molecular structure factor... 
 



and the spatial Fourier transform.... 
 

...it means that if we can get amplitudes and phase angles for the scattering in 
all directions, we can mathematically reconstruct the original image by taking the 
inverse transform! 

 



Now, what is “S space”?  We need some 
intuition about this... 

 

and the spatial Fourier transform.... 
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 A Demo.... 
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An atom.... 
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A molecule.... 
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A duck.... 
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The low scattering angle information from the duck.... 
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A low-resolution duck.... 
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The high scattering angle information from the duck.... 
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High spatial frequency duck.... 
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The cat and duck reciprocal spaces.... 
 Fourier space (cat) 

 

Fourier space (duck) 
 



Magnitude from the cat and phases from the duck? 
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We get back the duck... 
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But magnitudes do have information... 
 

A cat and fourier space 
magnitudes 

 

A manx cat and fourier 
space 

 

So what if we get mag from the cat and phases 
from the manx cat? 

 



So, phases from manx and mags from complete cat.... 
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We get back the tail, sort of.... 
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Next, we continue our discussion of diffraction theory…. 
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